
Nursery Newsletter 



Autumn 2 

If you have any queries please speak  
Miss Martin or contact the office: 

Phone:  
02087642923 

EMAIL: OFFICE@KAPS.CROYDON.SCH.UK 

This Half Term we will 
be looking at the topic  

Colour and Shine 
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Topic 1… 

During this topic, we’ll take off our 
socks and stomp through the colours 

of the rainbow. We’ll learn how to 
identify the colours of the rainbow 

and how colours can mix together to 
make new colours. In our literacy 
lessons, we’ll read vibrant books, 
match colourful rhymes and make 
multicoloured marks. Can we write 

our names using all the colours of the 
rainbow? Using our mathematical 

skills, we’ll count colourful pom-poms 
and respond to numbers. Getting 

creative, we’ll make rainbow rice and 
brightly-coloured jellyfish. We’ll also 
go on a colour hunt, carry out colour 

investigations and sing a rainbow! 

Somewhere over the rainbow, way up high… 
How many colours are in a rainbow? What 

happens to mixed colours? It’s time to 
discover the colours of the worlds. 
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Topic 2… 

During this topic, we’ll hunt for 
missing treasure and watch how shiny 

objects catch the Sun. Looking at 
different types of mirrors, we’ll 

investigate how our reflections look 
different in each one. In literacy, we’ll 

sing and play triangles along to the 
nursery rhymes like Twinkle, Twinkle, 
Little Star. Using our maths skills, we’ll 

write numbers in sequins and build 
structures out of shiny 2-D and 3-D 

shapes, naming the shapes and 
sorting them by size, and we’ll use 

tools to write letters and numbers in 
foil. Getting creative, we’ll become 
glitter monsters as we explore the 

texture and appearance of glitter and 
mould twinkle lamps out of clay. 

All that glitters is not gold! Is it shiny? Does 
it sparkle? It’s time to find out more about 

materials and their properties. 



Home Learning 

Let it shine! Why not open a jewellery box and explore the treasures inside together. Which item is the 
shiniest? From what is it made? You could also take a walk around a local pond or lake on a sunny day. 

What can you see reflected on the surface of the water? How does the appearance of the water change 
when the Sun goes behind a cloud? Alternatively, research which natural materials are the most valuable. 

Are they shiny? 
 

Soak up the marvellous colours of the world around you! Why not taste the rainbow together and gather 
together yummy foods of different colours? Does red taste nicer than green? Which colours are natural? 
You could also go on a colour walk around your local area. Which colours do you see the most? Do these 

colours change throughout the year? Alternatively, express yourself with paints, crayons, pencils and 
pens. Can you use colours to show how you feel today? 

How to help your child  
prepare for their projects… 


